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In Chapter 4 she accuses them of ignoring her if more than one of them is around, implying that each is open
to talking to her if he is alone. Lennie would starve or find more trouble without Georges protection. She
asserts her right to recognition, supporting this by saying she could have been in the movies. Lennie
experiences the world with his senses rather than his mind. George quickly anticipates the potential for trouble
and warns Lennie to stay away from Curley. Her evil eye is active. But the action and themes of the finished
novel show a clear change from this original purpose. Lennie needs to hear often about the farm George and
Lennie will one day own, a place where he will nor be singled out and persecuted for his difference. Since
these men arc also lame in the eyes of society, Candy for his age and his broken body and Crooks for his
color, their inclusion reinforces the idea that this dream farm would be a place of justice. George and Lennie
arrive at the ranch and are taken to the bunkhouse by Candy, an old, lame maintenance man who is followed
around by an even older, lamer dog. It is when George and Lennie must interact with other characters that the
most conflict occurs and, thus, the novels main conflict occurs in these four interior chapters. The first and last
scenes have descriptions of nature and set the atmosphere for the action. For a few moments George and
Lennie return to normal, with George talking about their friendship and about how they are different from the
other bindlestiffs who have nobody in the world. Sound and all movements occurring in a moment also stop.
Carlson finds that his gun is missing and believes Lennie has stolen it. He was a jerk-line skinner, the prince of
the ranch, capable of driving ten, sixteen, even twenty mules with a single line to the leaders. First, without a
name, the reader will have less sympathy for the character. A second writing was completed in mid-August 
Crooks is set apart from the others by place, but also by his color and the permanency of his job at the ranch.
As mentioned earlier, Steinbeck uses foreshadowing throughout this and previous chapters to allude to trouble
between Lennie and Curley. It is argued, however, that the harsh language used by the workers is not
intentionally aggressive at all and simply typifies the harsh reality of ranch life and the limited vocabulary of
the workers. He studied literature and writing at Stanford University. This immediately establishes Georges
paternal relationship with Lennie, who is mentally challenged. As they later re-enter the bunkhouse, Curley is
apologizing to Slim for being suspicious, and Carlson calls Curley a coward. George is a small, smart-witted
man, while Lennie is a large, mentally- handicapped man. Some readers feel that Of Mice and Men is so
balanced and thoughtful in structure that the novel is a work of art. One goal of such investigation is to
illustrate patriarchal principles, the social and cultural ideas promoted as truths by dominant male literary
voices and the bias against women that result from those ideas. Eventually, other characters make entrances:
Candy and Curley's wife. The novella was and still is a success, both commercially and critically, and has a
somewhat interesting history. His body is positioned in a fighters stance, curled almost as if to explain his
name. However, Lennie s strength did not work with him and the result was fatal. It is the difference from the
norm that Candy and Crooks represent that makes them symbolically important. Even his relationship with
Slim, bound by shared knowledge of what really happened when George shot Lennie, is temporary. Slim is so
respected and admired on the ranch that even Curley listens to him. The moment that Curley's wife was
introduced, an ill feeling overcomes the atmosphere indicating that Lennie will be getting into a mess This is
how the reader knows that, even with Lennie gone, George will never attempt to buy the farm in order to give
Crooks and Candy a safe haven from the world. Most bindlestiffs found only temporary companions among
the other workers at their temporary jobs. George must remind Lennie where they are going, and he is carrying
both of their work tickets. She is lonely even with a husband. Only three settings are created for the six
chapters of the novel, with each chapter confining its action to a single setting or scene, and each setting used
for only two chapters. In this exchange about the dogs, Steinbeck introduces the Darwinian idea of selection,
where the strong will survive and the weak will perish. Instead, she has married Curley, whom she admits she
does not like, and has come to the ranch seemingly to find refuge from a world where no men have been nice
to her. Lennie and George have many grand adventures on the farm, but one day while George is out playing
horseshoes, Nearly all of this aggression is aimed at Curley or from Curley, as Curley is provoking them with
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his own aggressive, egocentric attitude, and this gives the impression that they are all against Curley and that
inevitably he will be involved in the violence resulting from the growing tension in the room.


